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between the two bodies is obviously a spatial one if it is
considered that after impact, due to the friction between
the two bodies the ball will have a rotation around and
axis and it is less probable that this axis will be parallel
to the disc’s rotation axis. To obtain the answer to this
issue, an existing device was updated with new elements,
the main part being a metallic disc that can rotate around
a vertical axis. The disc is driven via a belt transmission
by a d.c. motor. The operation principle of the test rig
consists in launching in free fall a ball from a known
height; it collides the horizontal surface of a rotating disc
while a non-contact tachometer gauges the rotating speed
of the disc.
Two test-rigs were designed, in order to response to
the question if the spatial impact between a ball and a
disc can be assimilated as a plane impact between a ball
and an inclined plane, to obtain the same relative impact
motion. By comparing the postimpact relative motions
and plastic imprints for the two cases, respectively, one
can sketch the conclusions concerning the possibility of
equivalence between the two motions.

Abstract—The paper aims to answer to the question
whether the spatial impact between a free falling ball and the
frontal surface of a rotating disc around a vertical axis, on one
side, and the impact between the same ball and an inclined fix
plane can be considered equivalent. An affirmative response to
this problem would allow assimilating the disc-ball impact to a
plane impact and the possibility of applying a simpler study
method. The first part of the work presents the equivalence
conditions and the comparison between plastic imprints of the
ball obtained in the two cases are presented.
Keywords—impact, Coulomb friction, plastic indentation
I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE impact phenomenon is one of the most
spectacular mechanical phenomena due to the
noticeable effects caused by the appreciable energy
released during time period of milliseconds or even less.
The behaviour of a dynamical system where impact
phenomenon occurs can be more or less complex
depending on the hypothesis adopted in modelling the
system. The literature contains numerous references
concerning impact phenomenon, from elementary
dynamics manuals to recent papers from journals of
specialty, [1]-[35].
Two main directions were outlined in modelling the
impact phenomenon: the first, considers an instantaneous
collision between rigid bodies and the second, considers
collision between deformable bodies. Acceptance of
friction forces during impact gives a more complex
character to study of impact phenomenon. For the case of
plane impact with dry friction between two rigid bodies,
Routh [24], proposed a graphical method that permits a
relatively simple study of the phenomenon.
The present work tries to verify if the collision
between a rotating disc and a metallic ball can be
approximated by a plane impact. The relative motion

II. EQUIVALENCE CONDITIONS BETWEEN THE BALLROTATING DISC IMPACT AND BALL-INCLINED PLANE
IMPACT
One of the most effective methods for dynamical
analysis of mechanical systems – and both mechanisms
and robots are included here, is the dynamical analysis of
multibody systems, [25], [36]. A distinct multibody
dynamic problem consists in systems with impact
phenomena occurrence. The impact phenomenon is
characterised by sudden variation of kinematics
parameters and therefore the incidence of significant
stresses in the joints of the system, [22], [37].
The consequence of the great values of impact forces
is, in most of the cases, the occurrence of remnant plastic
imprint of contact regions. In the case when the variation
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of kinematical parameters is rapid, the intensity of the
stresses can be that high that leads to irreversible damage
of contacting surfaces. A comprehensive study upon
impact behaviours of a dynamical system with complex
geometry is extremely complex due to the multitude of
parameters to be considered. From this reason, most of
the impact studies consider simple geometrical systems,
requiring a reduced number of parameters in describing
the dynamical behaviour, [19]-[21].
Taking into account that the impact is essentially a
mechanical contact accomplished during a very short
time period, than the effect of the contact will be strictly
local. From this reason, in the study of impact
phenomena occurring in complex systems, only the local
geometry of the potential impact point vicinities is
established. Thus, it is adequate to study the impact
behaviour of two simple bodies with curvature radii
identical to the ones of the real contacting surfaces.
Finding the effects of impact for the simple system, these
results can be applied for the boundary surfaces of actual
parts. According to Saint-Venant’s principle, at
sufficiently large distances from the loads, the manner
the forces are applied doesn’t matter, and thus the
principle of described method is justified. These
considerations explain the numerous papers dedicated to
impact between bodies limited by plane, spherical or
cylindrical surfaces, between which more or less
complex motions happen. The percussions study can be
made through two main methodical categories,
depending on the adopted hypothesis.
The first technique (stereomechanic) accepts that the
impact phenomenon is instantaneous and takes places
between perfectly rigid bodies. The procedure allows
finding the post-impact kinematical and dynamical states
of the system as functions of initial states. The variations
are obtained by writing the equations characteristic to
dynamical theorems, theorems expressing finite
momentum variations, moment of momentum variations
and kinetic energy corresponding to ending and starting
of impact process, respectively.
The variations of different kinematical parameters are
described by the ratio between the values of the
parameter at the end and at the beginning of impact,
respectively. Among these parameters, the most
important is the coefficient of restitution, e. The
kinematical definition of this coefficient is made based
on Fig. 1:
e

 v"2  v"1   n
 v'2  v'1   n

Fig. 1. Oblique collision of two bodies

The significant advantage of this last method consists
in the possibility of estimation of forces developed
between the two bodies implied in impact. In this case,
the assumption of rigid bodies is abandoned and it is
accepted that they are deformable. From Fig. 2,
observing the impact process, one considers that it starts
when the first points of the two bodies are contacting,
then the impact continues and the approach between the
two bodies increases till the moment of reaching the
maximum value of the normal approach, y=ymax. At this
moment, the relative velocity between the two bodies is
zero and this moment, tc corresponds to maximum
approach. After this instant, the restitution phase starts
when the approach between the two bodies decreases.
The restitution process ends at the moment, tf.

Collision force (N)

Fc

tc
tc

tr

Time (s)

Fig. 2. Phases of collision process

(1)
Friction is not a process to be ignored in dynamical
analysis of system, except for an initial stage. Dry
friction is characterized by the lack of lubricant between
the colliding bodies and thus a direct contact occurs
between bodies.
Friction presence makes more difficult the study of
impact phenomenon. A suggestive example was given by
Kane, [38]. He analyses the impact between a double
pendulum and a rough horizontal plane.

The second technique of approaching an impact
process is obtained adopting the hypothesis of finite time
period of impact course, [10],[19],[29]. During the whole
impact process, all parameters, both kinematical and
dynamical ones, present continuous variation.
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After a convenient selection for the initial pendulum
position and for the values of coefficients of friction from
joints and of coefficient of restitution, Kane proves that
the final kinetic energy of the pendulum is greater than
the initial one.
The cause of this paradoxical is the manner the
coefficient of restitution is defined. To surpass this
inadequacy the coefficient of restitution must be defined
according to Poisson, using a dynamic parameter, namely
percussion, defined as the time integral of impact force.
Thus, the coefficient of restitution is describes as the
ration between the percussion of restitution phase and the
percussion of compression phase.
tf

eP 

t c F  n
tc

0

Fn



Pnf  Pnc

(2)

Pnc

The notion of percussion proved a valuable instrument
in the study of impact with friction. In 1890, Routh, [24],
proposed a method extremely effective for the study of
plane impact with friction, namely the method of
percussions plane.
Since the impact between the free falling ball and the
rotating disc is a spatial collision, it cannot be studied by
applying the Routh method.
In the case that this collision possibly will be
equivalent to the plane impact between a free falling ball
and an inclined plane, the initial ball-disc impact could
be analyzed using the Routh method for the equivalent
impact ball-inclined plane.
III. KINEMATICAL EQUIVALENCE OF COLLISIONS
The present paper aims to assimilate the ball-disc
impact to a ball-inclined plane and to this end the
following condition must be confirmed:
1) Plastic imprints coincidence between the marks
resulted from the two collisions;
2) Kinematical coincidence: in both cases, the impact
relative velocity between the ball and the impact surface
must have the same value and the same position with
respect to the normal to the surface.
A similar form of previous condition requires that the
tangential velocities and the normal velocities should be
equal, respectively, expressed mathematically as:
Vt  v t
(3)
Vn  v n

Fig. 3. Kinematical equivalence of the two collisions

V sin    r

V cos   v

where Vt , Vn and v t , v n are the tangential and normal
components for the collision with the inclined plane and
the rotating cylinder, respectively. Denoting by  the
angular velocity of the cylinder, by r the radius of the
point from the surface of the cylinder and by  the tilt
angle of the inclined plane, (3) become:

(4)

From (4) the angle of the inclined plane and the velocity
the ball must have when collides it can be found:

V  v 2   2 r 2
(5)




atan(

r/v)

For the free falling ball, the height of launching it can
be obtained, V  2g .
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The fact that the ball is let free for H max  1.5 m ,
leads to a limit value for the disc angular velocity in the
ball-disc impact. From the relation:
2
,
2gHmax  2gh  2rmax

IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF POST-IMPACT
INDENTATIONS
The post-impact plastic indentations corresponding to
the collision of the ball with the rotating disc and to the
collision of the ball with the inclined plane ware scanned
using the laser profile-meter NANOFOCUS. In Fig. 4
there are presented the photography of an indentation, the
3D image obtained using the scanner and the tangential
and radial profiles.

(6)

the maximum angular velocity the disc might have can
be found.

Tangential
direction

Depth (m)

Depth (m)

Radial
direction

Tangential direction (m)

Radial direction (m)

Fig. 4. Photography, 3D image, tangential and radial profiles for an indentation on an aluminum disc

In order to compare two scanned profiles, [39], from
the entire scanned profile only a zone was separated,
plastically deformed, that afterwards was approximated
by a parabolic function, [40], Fig. 5.
Using (5), for two angles of the inclined plane, the
rotation velocity of the disc was found. In a first stage,
the repeatability of the results corresponding to two
identical collisions ball-disc, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7, was
verified. The very good agreement between the graphs
can be observed.

In Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 there are presented the tangential
profiles of the plastic indentations from the disc (red) and
from the surface of the inclined plane (blue). In this plots
the concordance between the axial profiles of the two
imprints is very good, except for the zone in the vicinity
of the free surface where the pile-up dimensions differ.
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Radial direction (m)

Tangential direction (m)

Fig. 5. Approximation by a parabolic plot of selected points

Fig. 9. Comparison between tangential profiles for inclined
plane and rotating disc for n  680rot / min
Depth (m)

V. CONCLUSION
The present work analyses the possibility of similarity
between a spatial collision between a free falling ball and
a rotating disc and a plane collision between the same
ball and an inclined plane. An affirmative answer to this
subject would substantially simplify the study of spatial
impacts.
From qualitatively point of view, the paper shows that
after impacting the rotating disc, the ball performs a
rotation around an horizontal axis and the condition that
after impact, the ball’s motion should be a plane one, is
fulfilled.
From quantitative perspective, the comparison
assumes two aspects. First, there were identified the
conditions required for considering identical relative
motions between the colliding bodies. More explicit, the
velocity and the incidence angle for the two impacts must
be the same. To satisfy these conditions, two test rigs
were designed and constructed. For both devices, the
height of free fall of the ball can be adjusted and for the
first test-rig, the disc angular velocity can be modified
and experimentally evaluated while for the second testrig, the tilt angle of the plane can be precisely regulated.
For both collisions the duration of flight of the ball
from impact instant till the second impact on an
aluminium plate is measured. Another experimental
parameter is the distance between the marks of the
collision ball-disc or ball-plane on one side and ballaluminium plate, on the other side. With these parameters
found experimentally and using own programs, the
velocity and reflection post-impact angle can be found.
A second aspect aimed in experimental researches
consists in analyzing geometric characteristics of post
impact plastic indentations for the two collision cases.
This study offers information upon the work of plastic
deformation needed during the impact process.
From the experiments completed the following
conclusions can be drawn:

Tangential direction (m)
Fig. 6. Comparison between tangential profiles for

Depth (m)

n  480rot / min

Tangential direction (m)
Fig. 7. Comparison between tangential profiles for

Depth (m)

n  680rot / min

Tangential direction (m)
Fig. 8. Comparison between tangential profiles for inclined
plane and rotating disc for n  480rot / min
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1) After the impact, the velocity of the ball centre is
smaller  25% in the case of ball-disc collision than the
inclined plane case;
2) The reflection angle is smaller in the case of ball-disc
impact;
3) The tangential profiles are practical identical for the
two values of angular velocities of the disc. More, the
indentations corresponding to two impacts at the same
angular velocity of the disc, are very close, showing a
good results repeatability
From the above considerations, from the point of view
of plastic imprints, the ball-rotating disc impact can be
equivalent to a collision between the same ball and an
inclined plane. Though, considering that the rotation
energy the ball receives after impact is much smaller
comparatively to the translation kinetic energy and the
work of damping or plastic deformation, for preliminary
calculus the ball-disc impact can be solved, with a good
approximation, using the ball-inclined plane model.
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